LITENS AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
D365 Customer Engagement Automotive Case Study

IMPROVED PIPELINE VISIBILITY &
DEPARTMENTAL COLLABORATION
ABOUT

Litens Automotive Group is a full-service design and
manufacturer of engineered power train systems and
engine components. Driven to produce the most
innovative power train products in the world, their
commitment to excellence has enabled them to provide
reliable, highly engineered solutions to every major
global OEM.
SITUATION

With the objective to remain at the forefront of global
expansion, Litens needed to transform customer
engagement into a sales driven, proactive process
rather than simply responding to bids. Litens had
globalized its compliance-based project management
model but needed to modernize with a flexible
platform to optimize cross functional team
collaboration.

With increasing customer expectations combined with
dynamic market conditions, change was necessary.
Their VPs of Sales and Product Engineering understood
the need to rethink Litens’ internal business processes
and technology to mobilize and enhance insights into
the business with an increasing spirit of winning
collaboratively.

HIGHLIGHTS
• MCA Connect’s Auto Bid Response
solution accelerated Litens’ transition to a
distinct Sales driven process.
• Our Business Transformation
methodology facilitated an end-to-end
process design to remove silos within
Litens.
• Dynamics 365 CE enabled Litens to extend
their solution, incorporating risk
management within their project
management methodology.
• Increased systemization reduced
administrative burden and enabled a
globally consistent project management
experience while supporting industry
compliance.
• As a result, Litens’ Project Management
methodology can scale and evolve with
the business. Project Managers can
increase their focus on team dynamics
and performance like never before.

SOLUTION
Implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales and Project Service Automation at Litens opened
multifaceted opportunities. The challenge was greater than those associated with email and
spreadsheets. Introducing lead/opportunity visibility was part of the equation and implementing MCA
Connect's automotive bid response management solution, AUTOconnect, ultimately was the focal
point to driving the upstream Sales process.

This improved process now offers departments visibility & insights into pipeline, driving focus to
enable a proactive sales approach. As Litens sales-force interfaces with the Customer, Dynamics 365
Project Service Automation (PSA) provides Project Managers integration to Opportunities to build and
connect global teams with systematic focus on milestones, risk and controls without compromising
compliance.
Litens had a comprehensive vision and, working with MCA’s Business Transformation team, identified
gaps in their current processes and technology. The teams were able to see a complete end-to-end
process strategy and defined concise requirements to fill any gaps.

Once AUTOconnect was implemented, they were able to quickly highlight subtle but highly impactful
changes. The solution’s ease-of-use enabled transformation within the organization through earlier
collaboration during the sales process between the different roles.
RESULTS

Considering the magnitude of change, implementation was staggered into 2 phases. Postimplementation, all leads and opportunities are captured with Power BI analytics. Litens’ early
transition has improved execution of strategy with their opportunity responses. AUTOconnect enables
the Sales, Engineering, and cross functional teams to more effectively collaborate and communicate,
thanks to its real-time updates and insights.
Litens now experiences more efficient streamlining, improved processes, enhanced task management,
and more visibility. Project Managers are engaged earlier in the process when qualified Opportunities
trigger PSA business acquisition projects and successful business acquisition triggers a production
launch. For continued innovation, other PSA project templates have been introduced with plans to
introduce post-production change projects as well as project management for manufacturing
equipment design and build.
VISION
With the implementation of this solution, Litens is counting positive results with a more effective and
efficient process that culturally brings cross departmental team contribution to win together. Litens’
platform digital transformation journey continues with their next step being to underpin their Lead to
First Good Piece process with Microsoft Dynamics Supply Chain Management.
I remember the day that we decided to incorporate AUTOconnect Bid Response Management
into our model. It has been an absolute game changer for our business. Our previous approach
was really based on legacy knowledge of leads and opportunities and AUTOconnect Bid
Response Management has enhanced best practice and industry intelligence.
-

Paul Lospinuso, Global Director of Business Systems at Litens Automotive
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Named Microsoft’s #1 US Dynamics Manufacturing Partner, our industry
expertise and tailored solutions enable us to provide greater, comprehensive value
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